Magneto-optical properties of single site-controlled InGaAsN quantum wires grown on prepatterned GaAs substrates
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The properties of single site-controlled InGaAsN quantum wires (QWRs)—both untreated and irradiated with atomic hydrogen—are probed by micro-magnetophotoluminescence spectroscopy. The strong anisotropy of the diamagnetic shift measured for different orientations of the applied magnetic field confirms the one-dimensional nature of the QWR carrier wave function. In addition, the strain reduction associated with N incorporation is found to promote a larger indium intake in the QWR, enabling the realization of site-controlled QWRs emitting at long (\(\gtrsim 1.3 \mu m\)), technologically relevant wavelengths.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The quest for developing reliable methods for the growth of semiconductor nanostructures with controlled positions and finely tunable emission properties has quickly gained center stage in the emerging field of nanophotonics.1–7 The availability of such methods is indeed instrumental to the realization of novel devices—such as photonic crystal (PhC) nanolasers8–12 and highly efficient sources of single13 and entangled14 photons—wherein isolated quantum objects with well-defined confinement potentials need to be placed in spatial and spectral resonance with optical cavities of submicrometric dimensions.

In recent years, an effective technique for the fabrication of site-controlled homogeneous quantum wires (QWRs)—naturally fit for integration with GaAs-based nanophotonic devices8,15,16—has been developed, based on metal-organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) on (001) GaAs substrates patterned with ordered arrays of V grooves.17–21 Such V grooves are relatively long (up to several hundreds of microns) linear recesses, oriented along the [1 ¯10] crystallographic direction and obtained through a combination of electron-beam lithography and wet chemical etching.15,18 Their distinctive V-shaped cross section (typically having sub-\(\mu m\) width) is defined by two mirroring \{111\}A crystal planes, exposed by the etching procedure. Due to a combination of growth-rate anisotropy, curvature-induced capillarity, and entropy of mixing effects,21–23 MOCVD of a thin layer of InGaAs on a GaAs substrate patterned with V grooves results in the formation of a QWR along the main axis of each groove. Figure 1(a) displays a sketch of the grown QWR structure, characterized by a crescent-shaped cross section.

Very recently,24 this technique was successfully applied to the fabrication of high-quality InGaAsN/GaAs V-groove QWRs. Due to the unconventionally large band-gap shrinkage associated with N incorporation in III-V materials,25 a room-temperature emission wavelength as high as \(\sim 1.3 \mu m\) was demonstrated for such QWRs,24 making them extremely attractive for the realization of compact light sources8,11 working in the wavelength window of interest for telecommunications. However, the structural and electronic properties of dilute-nitride V-groove QWRs need to be fully understood and characterized in order to exploit their considerable potential in the realization of advanced optoelectronic devices.

With the present work, we take an important step in this direction by discussing and analyzing the results of micro-magnetophotoluminescence measurements performed on single InGaAsN QWRs. Through the application of magnetic fields \(B\) as high as 30 T—and thanks to the possibility of applying \(B\) with different orientations with respect to the QWRs18,26—we were able to gather conclusive evidence of the presence of fully established two-dimensional confinement in the investigated nanostructures, as well as quantitative information on the QWR shape and composition. Particularly helpful, with regard to composition, was the possibility of measuring the magneto-optical properties of InGaAsN QWRs before and after hydrogen irradiation. Thanks to the well-known capability of hydrogen to neutralize the effects of nitrogen in III-N-V alloys [such as GaAsN,27 InGaAsN,28 and GaPN (Ref. 29)], indeed, H irradiation can be used as a tool to fine-tune the effective N concentration, thereby allowing for a precise assessment of the effects of N incorporation on a given sample.

II. EXPERIMENT

The investigated QWR samples were grown on semi-insulating (001) GaAs substrates, patterned with 1-\(\mu m\)-pitch arrays of [110]-oriented V grooves (groove width: 300 nm).24 Growth was performed in a low-pressure (20 mbar) MOCVD system, using trimethylGa/In as group-III precursors and AsH3 and 1,1-dimethylhydrazine for group V. The 3-nm-thick InGaAsN QWR layer (nominal In content...
[In] = 0.25) was grown with a two-step procedure aimed at ensuring a homogeneous N profile throughout the structure,\textsuperscript{20} and sandwiched between two 20-nm-thick GaAs layers [all quoted thicknesses are nominal and refer to growth on a planar GaAs substrate (001) reference substrate].

Samples were mounted in a nonmagnetic Ti- and carbon-body insert, which was then placed in the bore of a 30 T water-cooled Bitter magnet. The insert included a 40 × microscope objective (with NA = 0.65 and spatial resolution ∼1 µm, sufficient for performing single-QWR spectroscopy) and a three-axis piezoelectric nanopositioner. Two different sample holders, specifically designed for magnetophotoluminescence measurements with B either parallel or perpendicular to the [001] crystallographic axis [i.e., to the direction of the collected photoluminescence (PL) signal], were alternatively employed. The PL signal was excited by a vanadate:Nd laser (λ = 532 nm), spectrally analyzed by a 0.30-m monochromator (spectral resolution = 0.6 meV), and detected by a liquid N\textsubscript{2}cooled InGaAs array. Throughout the measurements, the sample was kept at a temperature T \sim 4.2 K in a liquid He-bath cryostat. For experiments requiring a higher sample temperature, a different cryostat was employed, which allowed for adjusting the temperature in the 10–290 K range (the spatial resolution was ∼20 µm in this configuration). This option was selected, for example, when performing magneto-PL measurements on an InGaAs QWR sample, grown for reference purposes under the same conditions as the N-containing one (see Sec. III below).\textsuperscript{24}

Indeed, the relatively low growth temperature (520 °C) set during the deposition of the QWR layer—chosen to maximize the N intake in dilute-nitride samples—resulted in the formation of a non-negligible concentration of localized states in the N-free quantum wires. Hence, a sample temperature in the 10–40 K range was required when measuring InGaAs QWRs to minimize the effects of localized states on the PL spectra and to ensure the acquisition of reliable diamagnetic shift data.

Finally, H irradiation was performed at T = 300 °C with a low-energy (~100 eV) ion gun. N passivation of the InGaAsN QWR samples was deemed complete as soon as the QWR emission peak stopped blueshifting for an increasing H dose [\(= 6 \times 10^{16} \text{H}^+ \text{ions/cm}^2\) for the sample displayed in Fig. 1(b)].

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Zero magnetic field (B = 0 T)

Figure 1(b) shows representative micro-PL spectra (acquired at B = 0 T) of the three samples studied in the present work. The two spectra at the bottom and in the center of the figure refer to the same InGaAsN QWR sample before and after hydrogen irradiation, respectively. The topmost spectrum is associated with a reference InGaAs QWR sample, grown under the same conditions as the N-containing one.\textsuperscript{24} In each spectrum, the lower-energy peak is associated with the ground-state transition from the QWR, while higher-energy features are related to the quantum well (QW) grown on the planar part of the (001) GaAs substrate [see Fig. 1(a)]. It is interesting to note that in the reference InGaAs sample, the localized states associated with the relatively low growth temperature of the QWR layer (520 °C) give rise to a second QW-related peak (the broader, lower-energy one), which quickly disappears with increasing temperature.

The passivation of N in the hydrogenated InGaAsN sample is evidenced by the 70 and ∼30 meV blueshifts, respectively, observed for the QWR and planar-QW peaks upon hydrogen irradiation. The emission energies of the fully passivated QWR (1.11 eV) and QW (1.31 eV) are consistent with an indium content of at least ∼0.4 and ∼0.2–0.25, respectively,\textsuperscript{23} while the magnitude of the H-induced blueshifts suggests initial N concentrations (x) approximately equal to 1% (for the QWR) and 0.5% (for the QW). These estimates are based on the results reported in Ref. 28, wherein shifts of ∼50 and ∼140 meV were measured for In\(_x\)Ga\(_{1-x}\)As\(_{1-y}\)N\(_y\) QW samples with x = 0.7% (y = 34%) and x = 2.2% (y = 41%). As we will see in the following, the value of x estimated for the InGaAsN QWRs is also compatible with the electron effective mass obtained through the analysis of the magneto-PL data. However, this value only amounts to roughly one-half of the estimate—\(x = 2.1\%\)—obtained in Ref. 24 by fitting the temperature dependence of the QWR micro-PL peak. The origin of such a large discrepancy lies primarily in the assumption—made throughout Ref. 24—of a constant In content ([In] = 0.25) in the InGaAs(N) QWRs, regardless of whether they are N-containing or not. As we just discussed, however, the emission energy of the fully passivated InGaAsN QWR seems to suggest an indium content of no less than ∼0.4. This is in stark contrast with the observations made in the InGaAs reference sample, for which both the QWR emission energy (1.27 eV) and energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy measurements\textsuperscript{32} indeed confirm an indium content...
of \(\sim 0.25-0.3\) in the QWR. As a first step toward an explanation for the seemingly much higher In intake in the InGaAsN QWRs, we would like to note that the equilibrium In concentration in V-groove InGaAs QWRs is the result of a balance between two competing mechanisms. On the one hand, the higher diffusion coefficient of indium with respect to gallium enhances the capillarity-induced flux of In adatoms toward the bottom of the groove, yielding a higher-than-nominal In concentration in the QWR region. On the other hand, the presence of strain in the InGaAs(N) layer sets a limit for the maximum lattice mismatch (i.e., the maximum In content) that can be accommodated in the QWR. The introduction of macroscopic concentrations of nitrogen in the QWR layer results in a considerable strain reduction \([In:\text{Ga}_{1-y}:\text{As}_{1-y}:\text{N}_y]\) that is lattice-matched to GaAs for \(y \sim 3x\) (Ref. 33), and is therefore likely to play a major role in the increase of the indium intake observed in InGaAsN QWRs.

B. Measurements with varying magnetic field \((B \neq 0 \text{ T})\)

Before moving on to the discussion of the magneto-PL measurements performed on the InGaAs(N) QWRs described above, we briefly outline the theoretical framework in which our experimental results are analyzed. The key features of the response to an applied magnetic field of the carrier (electrons or holes) confined in a V-groove QWR can be effectively reproduced by approximating the QWR in terms of a two-dimensional anisotropic parabolic potential. Excitonic effects, while not explicitly included in the model, are effectively accounted for by the parabolic potential. The diamagnetic shift, \(\Delta E_{d,j}\), of the QWR peak in the presence of a magnetic field oriented along a generic direction \(j\) can then be written as

\[
\Delta E_{d,j} = \frac{1}{2} \hbar \sum_{p=e,h} \left[ \omega_p(B) \right]^2 + \left( \sum_{k \neq j} \Omega_{p,k}^{QWR} \right)^2
- \sum_{k \neq j} \Omega_{p,k}^{QWR} L_k.
\]

Here, \(\omega_p^j(B) = qB/m_p^j\) (where \(p\) identifies either electrons, \(e\), or holes, \(h\), and \(m_p^j\) is the average carrier mass in the plane perpendicular to \(B\)) is the cyclotron frequency for \(B\) oriented in the direction \(j\) \([ij = \{001\}, \{110\}, \text{or } \{110\}; \text{see Fig. 2(a)}\]), while \(\Omega_{p,k}^{QWR}\) is the oscillator frequency of the parabolic potential in the direction \(k\). In order to extract an effective QWR “size” along the different confinement directions, \(\frac{1}{2}\hbar \Omega_{QWR}^{p,k}\) was set equal to \((\hbar/\pi)^2/2m_p^kL_k^2\), namely, the confinement energy of a particle with mass \(m_p^k\) in an infinite potential well of width \(L_k\).

In InGaAs and hydrogenated InGaAsN QWRs, the hole masses in the \([001]\) and \([110]\) directions—as well as the (isotropic) electron effective mass—depend only on [In] (respectively fixed at 0.25 and 0.4 for InGaAs and InGaAsN—both hydrogenated and not—QWRs), and can thus be evaluated via simple interpolations. Along the QWR main axis (in the \([110]\) direction), on the other hand, we can use the value \(m_{110}^0 = 0.12m_0\) (where \(m_0\) is the free-electron mass), measured in Ref. 35 in the plane of a \([001]\) InGaAs QW (for a discussion of the effects of confinement on the hole mass in semiconductor heterostructures, see Ref. 36). When applying Eq. (1) to N-free and fully hydrogenated QWRs, then, the only unknown parameters are the effective wire thicknesses along the directions of confinement. \(L_{110}\) and \(L_{001}\) (the confinement length along the main axis of the QWR, \(L_{110}\), can safely be set to \(+\infty\)). These effective thicknesses can be estimated by separately fitting Eq. (1) to the diamagnetic shifts measured with \(B\) parallel to the \([001]\) and \([110]\) directions, respectively. As summarized in Fig. 2, the application of this procedure to the InGaAs QWR sample investigated in this work yields—after averaging over values extracted from several different datasets—\(L_{110} = (14.0 \pm 2.5)\) nm and \(L_{001} = 13\) nm. The reliability of these values can be independently tested by inserting them in the formula of the diamagnetic shift for \(B\) applied along the QWR (\([110]\) direction, blue triangles in the figure). As shown in Fig. 2(c), the agreement between theory and experiments is quite remarkable.
The first step of the magneto-optical characterization of single N-containing QWRs—whose main results are summarized in Fig. 3—also consisted in the determination of the wire thicknesses along the [110] and [001] directions. This procedure was performed on the fully hydrogenated sample, wherein the additional degree of freedom associated with the presence of nitrogen in the material is effectively “frozen” because of the formation of N-H complexes upon H irradiation. After fixing the effective masses of carriers to their InGaAs ([In] = 0.4) values, the average $L_{110}$ and $L_{001}$ were determined to be equal to $(14.5 \pm 1.5)$ and $(10.0 \pm 2.0)$ nm, respectively. The value obtained for $L_{110}$ is nearly identical to the one estimated for the InGaAs QWRs, and is consistent with the commonly held view that the lateral width of V-groove QWRs is primarily determined by the radius of curvature the groove bottom has when the QWR layer is deposited ($\sim 10$–$20$ nm according to Ref. 22). On the other hand, the estimated QWR thickness ($L_{001} = 10$ nm) closely matches the value ($10.5$ nm) determined by transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Interestingly, TEM measurements also suggest a slightly larger wire thickness for the (N-free) InGaAs QWR sample, in agreement with the value of $L_{001} = 13$ nm estimated here from diamagnetic shift data.

The estimates of $L_{110}$ and $L_{001}$ attained on the hydrogenated sample were then inserted as constants in Eq. (1), and the latter—with the electron mass, $m_e$, as the only free parameter—was fitted to the measured diamagnetic shifts of the untreated InGaAsN QWRs. The fitting procedure was applied to datasets acquired with $B$ parallel to the [001] and [110] directions, yielding an average $m_e = (0.07 \pm 0.01)m_0$.

The values of $L_{110}$, $L_{001}$, and $m_e$ estimated with this method were then used to compute the diamagnetic shift expected for $B$ parallel to the QWR, obtaining the (blue) curve displayed in the lowest part of Fig. 3(e). The good agreement observed between this curve and the experimental data [blue triangles in Fig. 3(e)] further supports the validity of our approach. Moreover, the estimated value of the electron effective mass is compatible with a nitrogen concentration of $\sim 1\%$, which was also inferred from the H-induced blueshift of the QWR PL peak displayed in Fig. 1(b). It is interesting to note that even though the estimates of $L_{110}$, $L_{001}$, and $m_e$ (and thus of $x$) are—in principle—dependent on the value chosen for the In content in the wire (set to [In] = 0.4—based on the emission energy of the fully hydrogenated InGaAsN QWR—in the analysis described above), in practice this dependence is relatively weak. Indeed, if [In] is varied between 0.25 (the nominal In content of the deposited InGaAsN layer) and 0.55, the values of $m_e$ and of the effective QWR thicknesses change by less than the experimental uncertainty given by QWR-to-QWR fluctuations (equal to $\pm 0.01m_0$, $\pm 1.5$ nm, and $\pm 2.0$ nm for $m_e$, $L_{110}$, and $L_{001}$, respectively).

**IV. CONCLUSIONS**

In summary, we performed an in-depth magneto-optical characterization of single dilute nitride-based quantum wires, emitting at 1.3 $\mu$m at room temperature. The application of high magnetic fields with varying orientation with respect to the QWR allowed us to confirm the one-dimensional character of the wave function of carriers localized in the QWR. Further, we could estimate the effective wire thicknesses along different confinement directions, finding values in substantial agreement with those measured by TEM. In addition, the possibility to “turn off” the effects of N incorporation by hydrogen irradiation enabled us to correct previous estimates of the concentration of N (and In) in the QWR. The relatively moderate amount of N ($x \sim 1\%$) needed to reach an emission wavelength of 1.3 $\mu$m—seemingly due to the role played by nitrogen in increasing the In intake in the QWR—suggests the...
potential for obtaining dilute-nitride QWRs emitting at much longer wavelengths (1.55 \mu m and beyond), while keeping the N concentration below the threshold that ensures a good optical quality of the grown material (x < 4% – 5%).

In perspective, the inherent site control of InGaAsN-based V-groove QWRs makes them naturally suited for the integration with advanced nanophotonic devices, and particularly opens new avenues to the post-growth engineering of the confinement potential of single semiconductor nanostructures.
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32B. Bartova and M. Cantoni (private communication).
34In general, excitonic effects are responsible for a slowdown of the diamagnetic shift, which in turn results in an increase of the carrier masses and/or a decrease of the effective QWR thicknesses estimated by fitting Eq. (1) to the experimental data. In Ref. 26, however, this slowdown was estimated to be less than 10% of the total diamagnetic shift, or \(\sim 1\) meV at 30 T.
37Only one dataset was acquired in this configuration, making it impossible to define a standard deviation.